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On a disc Argent (Silver Gray), in chief three mullets arched Or, in saltire a sword point to dexter 
chief, blade Azure, garnished Argent, handle Sable, grip of the fourth and a lightning bolt point 
to dexter base of the second, surmounted by a Doric pillar palewise Proper, enflamed Purpure; 
all within a narrow Blue border. Attached above the disc, a Silver Gray scroll edged with a 
narrow Blue border and inscribed “HONOR THROUGH SERVICE” in Blue letters. Attached below 
the disc, a Silver Gray scroll edged with a narrow Blue border and inscribed “413TH FORCE 
SUPPORT FLIGHT” in Blue letters. SIGNIFICANCE: Ultramarine blue and Air Force yellow are the 
Air Force colors.  Blue alludes to the sky, the primary theater of Air Force operations.  Yellow 
refers to the sun and the excellence required of Air Force personnel.  The silver background of 
the disc shield and scrolls represents a focus of diligence, consistency, and objectivity in the 
performance of duties to ensure mission success, which are the hallmark of mission support 
functions.  The white Doric pillar speaks to the designed purpose and main function of the 
Flight, which is mission support, incorporating expert subject knowledge, transparency, and the 
utmost integrity.  The three purple flames set atop the Doric pillar signify the distinct and 
proportionate rank structures (enlisted - left, civilian – middle, officer - right) found within the 
FSF.   The color of the flames is representative of the service and dedication to members under 
the 413 FSF’s administrative control.  Lastly, the three Air Force yellow stars symbolize the levels 
of command supported by the FSF (strategic, operational, and tactical).   This level of service is 
unique to the Flight as it is the only unit that facilitates force support functions at all three levels 
of command in the Air Force Reserve. (Approved, 6 Jan 2021) 
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